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COVID-19 pandemic is the world’s greatest public health concern, at the same time with various stages depending on the regions. At the moment of this Editorial (01/06/21), 170 million people have been confirmed cases, which represents 2% of the population of the entire planet. World Health Organization-WHO estimates that 20% of the population has been infected and the numbers continue to grow (WHO, s.f.). Currently, three of the five countries with the highest number of cases are in Latin America (Brazil, Argentina, and Colombia) (Johns Hopkins University & Medicine, s.f) (Figure 1).
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Public health has faced several key problems that this infection generates, on the one hand, the severity of the respiratory syndrome and with it the need for intensive care and the increase in morbidity and mortality; and on the other hand, the contagiousness of the picture that generates a rapid rise in the number of cases saturating the response capacity of the health system. Thus, the known effects of the virus were limited to a respiratory condition of variable severity.

At present, it is recognized that this situation will have an impact on health motivated by the virus itself and the described condition, an impact on the delay of the treatment of acute pathologies due to the saturation of the system (called the second wave of impact), a third impact motivated by the decompensation of chronic pathologies such as Alzheimer’s disease or cardiovascular disease (hypertension, diabetes, dyslipidemia, etc.) that have not received the necessary control and a fourth wave due to psychiatric disorders that the catastrophic experience and the emotional impact of certain measures such as lockdown can bring in the long term (Allegri & Sevlever, 2020) (Figure 2).
Despite this exhaustive theoretical scenario, the virus is considered a monophasic and acute entity, and its long-term impact on health are estimated based rather on system deficiencies or on the effects of the strategies implemented to reduce the first wave. However, there is no evidence, and it has not been considered in most scenarios, about the possibility that the virus could have a long-term impact, as it could increase the prevalence of certain syndromes and thus affect health general in a kind of five waves.

The absence of this evidence, on the other hand, is not necessarily an indication that these complications do not exist, only that this is a unique moment in the history of medicine where there are no previous experiences to assess it. However, other pandemic experiences in the past showed the possibility that these complications are a real problem and that they occur in the plan of neurological manifestations.

A paradigmatic case was the Spanish influenza virus epidemics. Neurological complications as sequelae of influenza infection have been documented for more than a century. Henry, Smeyne, Jang, Miller & Okun (2010) reported in a historical review, a document on Spanish influenza in 1918 where an association between neurological disorders, and the pandemic was established, detailing a temporal relationship between influenza outbreaks and meningitis, poliomyelitis and poliomyelitis encephalitis. Other neurological manifestations such as lethargic encephalitis and post-encephalitic Parkinsonism have been closely associated with the Spanish influenza pandemic.

On the other hand, there is also evidence of neurological complications in other Coronavirus epidemics. During the outbreaks of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in China (Tsai, Hsieh & Chang, 2005; Xu et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2003) and the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome-MERS in Saudi Arabia (Saad et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2017) neurological signs and symptoms were reported both in acute form (encephalitis, polynuropathy, stroke, seizures, etc.) and subsequent neurological complications (neuropathies, myopathies, fatigue, myalgia, weakness, depression, and cognitive impairment), and varying degrees of evidence linking them directly with the viral infection. These become relevant in the theoretical framework due to the enormous similarity between the genome of both viruses and SARS-CoV-2 (the causal agent of Covid-19), as well as the transmission mechanism and clinical manifestations. This leads to thinking that some of this evidence is “transferable” when thinking about the future scenario of the pandemic by covid-19 (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Pandemics in the 21th century.
Source: Authors.
With the previously mentioned results, it is expected to find neurological involvement in patients with COVID-19. In the context of a pandemic with a wide population diffusion, it is difficult to determine whether the symptoms detected are causality associated with the virus or simply concomitance; however, it is important to specify the findings that can clarify the neurological effect of the virus.

In this COVID-19 pandemic context, there are 3 types of neurological complications (Table 1):

**Table 1. Neurological Complication due or concomitant to COVID-19 pandemics.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients with previous neurological diseases</th>
<th>Dementia, Alzheimer’s Disease, Parkinson’s Disease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neurological complication in the context of acute COVID</td>
<td>Anosmia, ageusia, stroke, encephalitis, Guillain Barre syndrome, neuropathies etc…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Due to acute COVID</td>
<td>Stroke, myopathies, neuropathies, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients in Critic Care</td>
<td>Headache, fatigue, anosmia, ageusia, cognitive impairment, sleep disorders, dizziness, motor paresis, neuropathies, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuro Post COVID</td>
<td>Parkinsonism, Alzheimer, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long COVID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post COVID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors.

*Patients with neurological diseases before the pandemic such as those with dementia in whom there is a greater risk of morbidity and mortality due to COVID-19 infection.*

This is because they are elderly patients and in these patients, the general morbidity and mortality of the virus is higher than in young patients (probably explain by the decline immune response or because they are confined in long term care homes or residences for the elderly where the chance of contagion is greater or even due to genetic predisposition as occurs with APOE e4 genotype (for which homozygosity is associated with Alzheimer disease and with severe COVID-19 illness).

*Patients with neurological complications in the context of acute Covid.*

In this case, the neurological complications may be due to the direct neurotropic effect, or to the indirect secondary impact induced by the virus, in terms of immunity, hypoxia, hypertension, systemic inflammatory reaction and other mechanisms, or to the frequent complications of the critical patient in intensive care units beyond of the causes.

So it can be divide in:

a. Acute Neuro-Covid linked to Covid infection: anosmia, ageusia, cerebrovascular accident, encephalitis, Guillain Barre syndrome, Myopathies, Neuropathies, etc.
b. Acute neurological symptoms not linked to the virus: neurological symptoms or disease related with the Critical Patient: cerebrovascular accidents, fatigue, myopathies, etc.

The clinical complications related to acute COVID-19 involve the central and peripheral nervous systems. Regarding the central nervous system, headache has been reported in various series at a variable frequency between 89 and 98% of cases, sometimes as part of the febrile syndrome but in 22% of cases as the first manifestation of the infection.

One of the most characteristic acute conditions is anosmia. Due to the enormous frequency of this symptom, Li, Bai & Hashikawa (2020) suggested that the viral neurotropism of COVID-19 could cause the invasion of the olfactory nerve, the rhinencephalon and then the brainstem acting as one more cofactor that would explain the typical respiratory failure of COVID-19.

There is sufficient evidence to ensure that COVID-19 may increase the risk of venous and arterial thromboembolism associated with inflammation, hypoxia, immobilization, and diffuse intravascular coagulation (Varga et al., 2020). There are few case series still reported but the evidence seems to suggest that there is an increased risk for a cerebrovascular disease that appears to exceed the aforementioned mechanisms (Li et al., 2020). Microvascular inflammation or increased platelet aggregation determined by alterations in virus-specific inflammation mediators have been suggested as possible causes.

A striking finding is the presence of cortical symptoms in patients infected with COVID-19. Helms et al. (2020), reported 58 patients with severe COVID-19. Neurological findings were found in 84% of patients at ICU admission, including agitation (69%); signs of the corticospinal tract (67%), such as hyperreflexia, clonus, and bilateral extensor plantar responses (Babinski sign); added to delirium in 65% of cases. The presence of any neurological symptom, sign, or disease increases 37% the mortality (Beghi et al., s.f.). In one study, delirium was present in 73% of COVID+ patients with pre-existing dementia (Beghi et al., s.f) (Figure 4).

![Figure 4. Neurological Findings in Acute COVID-19.](image)

Source: Authors.
Patients with long-term neurological sequelae of Covid-19

In recent months, persistence, worsening, or new appearance of neurological symptoms have been described at 3 and 6 months after the acute episode (Taguet et al., 2021; Huang et al., 2021; Nersesjan et al., 2021).

At present, a specific phenotype that would specify a post-COVID (long-COVID) neurological syndrome has not yet been identified. However, registries and other surveillance systems have been activated in several countries, including follow-up visits, and will serve as important sources for the investigation of neurological disorders resulting as sequelae of this viral infection or occurring de-novo once the acute phase has elapsed (Begui et al., s.f.).

Huang et al. (2021) found 20% neurological manifestations at 6 months, with 63% fatigue and muscle weakness, 26% sleep disorders, 24% gait disorders, and 23% anxiety and depression. Nersesjan et al. (2021) evaluating patients who were hospitalized in intensive care units, 45% had neurological disorders at 3 months, 31% encephalopathy, 28% cognitive impairment, 13% polyneuropathy, 11% gait disorder, 11% tetraparesis.

In the study by Taquet et al. (2021) out of 236, 370 patients at 6 months, the global incidence of neurological and psychiatric pathologies was 33% of those infected with symptoms, in those who were admitted to intensive care units the incidence was 46% and in those who had encephalitis 62%. These authors showed a higher frequency of ACV, nerve, nerve root or plexus disorder, myoneural or muscle disease, dementia, mood, anxiety, or psychotic disorder.

Although the majority of people infected recover within weeks, many people experience persistent symptoms. Persistence of symptoms relating to COVID-19 infection for more than 28 days after diagnosis is Long COVID (Mendelson et al., 2020) and development of new symptoms or impairment of existing symptoms is named Post-COVID. Other authors define Long COVID or post-acute COVID (symptoms beyond 3 weeks) and chronic post-COVID syndrome (beyond 12 weeks) (Halpin, O’Connor & Sivan, 2020).

30% of post-COVID patients have shown poor concentration, cognitive impairment, behavioral changes, and psychological symptoms called “brain fog” (Stefano, Ptacek, Ptackova, Martin & Kream, 2021). They describe cognitive functions that are energy sensitive become functionally disruptive, but we don’t know the causes or treatments.

In one COVID-19 pandemic that affects more than 20% of the world population, with an uncertain but significant neurological impact on long-term health, we must ask ourselves what the correct approach to long-term or post-COVID-19 will be. Probably we need a multifaceted approach to tackle the post-COVID, a multidisciplinary team including neurology, psychiatry, neuropsychology, psychology and cognitive rehabilitation. Health systems around the globe needs to develop Post COVID clinics to prevent a future tsunami of chronic neurological disability (Halpin et al., 2020).
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